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ABSTRACT
Quite possibly the most intriguing inquiries that science should defy in the new century is the presence of life

somewhere else in the Universe. The chance of the presence of life on other planetary bodies separated from earth, in

for example, mars or jupiter's moon europa should be tended to during future space missions. Right now is an ideal. A

opportunity for setting up the methods for cutting edge devices for robotized life recognition. Next mars missions will

be centered for the most part around the expected livability of the outside of  mars and the unambiguous recognizable

proof of indications of life, yet future missions to europa are likewise arranged. The arrival of mars tests to earth for the

stateof-the-crafts man ship research center investigation is starting to be considered in the previous years by global syner

gistic consortia.
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INTRODUCTION
Astrobiology is an interdisciplinary logical field that reviews the
beginning, development, conveyance, and fate of life in the
universe. Astrobiology looks to address principal logical inquiries
regarding life: how it starts and developed? Through the
investigation of development and mass eradication, it
investigates the eventual fate of life on earth and its likelihood in
in space. These inquiries are fundamental for our own special
presence. The majority of the examinations identified with
Astrobiology are zeroing in on finding the presence of life on
tenable planets like mars, venus, the Jovian moon europa and ina
the saturnian Icy moons like titan and enceladus. To solar then i
investigate the tenability and proof of life on mars and different i
moons in our solar system, it is fundamental to see how life. at th
exists and gets by in martian earthbound similar to conditions. A
on earth. Considering the physiology, endurance and variations a
of extremophiles in earthly simple conditions give signs in
comprehension and foreseeing the conceivable endurance and
presence of life in comparative outrageous conditions on Mars
and frigid moons. The current section sums up the utilizations
of extremophiles disconnected from outrageous living spaces in
Astrobiology and the ramifications of outrageous locales as
planetary field simple destinations.

Prokaryotic life has overwhelmed the greater part of the
developmental history of our planet, advancing to involve for all
intents and purposes all accessible natural specialties.
Extremophiles, particularly those flourishing under various
limits, address a critical space of exploration for numerous
orders, traversing from the investigation of transformations to
brutal conditions, to the biogeochemical cycling of components.
Extremophile research additionally has suggestions for beginning
of life reads and the quest for life on other planetary and
heavenly bodies. In this article, we will survey the present status
of information for the biospace in which life works on Earth and
will talk about it in a planetary setting, featuring information
holes and spaces of chance.

Not with standing the regular human idea that the earth is an live
tenable planet, more than 3/4 of our planet is appalling by us
without help. The organic entities that live and flourish in these
"unwelcoming" conditions are known by the name extremophiles
and are found in all domains of Life. Regardless of our overall on
absence of information about them, they have effectively helped
people from numerous points of view and still have considerably
more to give. In this survey, I portray how they have adjusted to
live/flourish/get by in their specialties, assisted researchers with
opening major logical disclosures, advance the field of
biotechnology, and educate us about the limits regarding Life
and where we may discover it in the universe.
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